Tech Briefs

Cateye Backs Up Hybrid Light with Batteries

BOULDER, CO—Cateye has offered solar-powered
products for 20 years, but bikes are stored in dark
garages or inside, out of sunlight. “The problem
with solar-powered lights is that if the bike has
been in the dark a while, the light won’t work,”
said Ellen Hall, Cateye’s marketing manager.
“By including AA battery backup, or two power options, the Hybrid is always ready to work.”
The solar panel on the top of the light keeps an internal
nickel-metal hydrate battery charged up, but if needed, a
rider can switch to a pair of AA batteries. “There is an LED
monitor on top that lets you know which battery source you are using and how
charged it is. This makes it easy to pull a bike out of the garage and start your commute with the AAs and then switch over to solar power once underway,” Hall said.
Cateye recommends that users set the Hybrid in full sunlight for eight hours for an
initial full charge. After that the available light while riding should keep the battery
charged. Fully charged, the solar battery provides two-and-a-half hours of light; the
backup AAs provide 10 hours. Flashing mode greatly increases run time. The Hybrid sells for $60 and is available through Cateye’s distributors.

Adapter Makes Fixie Hubs Disc Compatible

OAKLAND, CA—Jason Montano and his friends at Broakland bikes designed a
single-speed ’cross bike that builds up with a track group. “With so much fixie stuff
out there, we wanted to do a ’cross frame
you could build up with stuff laying
around. Since we weren’t worried about
UCI compliance on a single-speed, we
wanted to go with disc brakes,” said
Montano, who also owns Montano Velo
bike shop in Oakland. Adding a rear
caliper mount to Broakland’s ’cross bike
was easy, but finding a 120-millimeterspaced disc-compatible hub was not. So
Montano developed an ISO six-bolt rotor mount that threads on to a flip-flop hub. Braking force threads the rotor mount
on the non-drive side, and removing it is as easy as applying the brakes and pushing
the bike backwards. Montano isn’t aware that any disc retrofit packages for track
bikes exist, so he doesn’t think there will be much call for the adapter from that market. “But we have a lot of interest from the bicycle polo crowd who are rear brakers
and use 120-millimeter-spaced hubs,” he said. He has also fielded calls from mountain bikers for the $26 adapter, but he is unsure how they are using it.

Pivot’s XX Derailleur Mod Clears Suspension

PHOENIX, AZ—Suspension clearance of front derailleurs on big hit bikes has
always required creative solutions. And Pivot Cycles’ cable routing modification for
SRAM XX direct-mount front derailleurs is creative. “We designed our big hit bikes
around Shimano’s direct-mount front derailleur. SRAM’s design is great, but it has
a slightly different cable routing than Shimano, so the cable can hit linkages,” said
Adam Vincent, Pivot’s sales and marketing manager. Pivot developed a simple arm
and pulley to push the derailleur cable out of the way. The stock bolt pinches the
cable and nothing on the derailleur is changed. “Because SRAM uses hollow bolts,
our cable guide mount fits inside the top bolt and secures with a little snap-ring. It’s
a pretty simple mod,” Vincent said. The front derailleur shifts normally with the new
cable guide, but the cable is pushed inward enough to clear suspension. Vincent said
Pivot is selling the $75 kits to anyone looking for more cable clearance. The kits are
machined in-house at Pivot.
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Consultant on the Run. Ed Benjamin is best known in the electric bike biz where
he has been a well-paid consultant, or so he says, for some time now. (We believe
him.) As a consultant he travels with three or four cell phones, hopscotching from
the U.S. to Europe to Taiwan to China. Ed was heading to Shanghai in December
when he started to get our e-newsletters on Taichung Bike Week. At the last minute, he told us, he rebooked his flight to work in a stopover in Taichung so he could
check out pricing on e-bike components—stems, handlebars, seatposts, etc. (Yes,
e-bikes need most of those things.)
Over the Hill Gang. Chatting with Tom Curran and Dave Kemmerer is like getting
a history lesson on the rise and fall of cycling brands over the last 30-plus years.
Both men have held numerous slots in the business. Both worked together at Raleigh, then left to relaunch Kemco International, a company founded by Kemmerer’s father to service the hardware industry. Curran and Kemmerer noted that old
guys—those over 50—aren’t getting a lot of love when it comes to seeking jobs, no
matter how much a veteran may know about the business. So working their own
gig seemed like the right way to go. They recently added another 50-plus veteran,
Ron Blocker, to the lineup. For the record, Tom is 52 and Dave is 57.
Talk About a Bear Market. When the long and exhausting international trade
show season finally ends at Interbike, industry folks have different ways of blowing
off steam. For Lynn Miles, an American resident of Taichung who heads Muchachos, the end of this year’s show season was an opportunity to do something he’d
always wanted to do: hunt Coastal Brown Bear in Alaska. After a trip from Las
Vegas to Alaska (via his American home in Minnesota) that rivaled the length of
a jaunt to Asia, Miles ended up on a single-prop plane headed for Chignik Lake,
on the Alaskan Peninsula. After landing on a gravel runway in 50-mile-an-hour
winds, Miles and his companions spent the next 10 days in blowing cold rain. He
figures he passed up 50 or 60 bears while waiting for the right size and the right
shot. “Everything must be just right in order to take the correct shot, as no one
wants a wounded and angry brown bear roaming the Delta,” Miles pointed out
with some understatement. On the final day, Miles bagged a 9-foot bear. The hunt
is conducted every two years on Native Inuit lands with tribal permission. Hunting fees go to the reservation and help pay for conservation.
An American in Taiwan. Erik Kimble owns Colmax International, a key Taiwanese
distributor for the island nation’s dealers—some 3,500 by one count. He also has a
small operation in China. Kimble, who speaks fluent Chinese, hosted upwards of
700 dealers Sunday at the Tempus Hotel. Growing up in the Midwest, Kimble said
cryptology fascinated him. And Chinese characters seemed like an unbreakable
code. He studied Chinese in college, lived in China, and finally settled in Taiwan.
Kimble got into the bike business by chance. As a triathlete in Taiwan, he and
his fellow competitors had a tough time getting high-end European accessories.
Someone suggested that he import them. He did and in 1993 launched his company. Kimble recently upgraded his computer system, but has never visited QBP, the
leader in the distribution business, so he plans to drop in soon to see Steve Flagg’s
operation. Kimble’s wife, meanwhile, plans to drop into the Mall of America.
Protecting the Guilty. BRAINsters were making the usual small talk with a Taichung Bike Week exhibitor: “When did you get here?” “How was your flight?”
One thing led to another and this person, who shall forever remain unnamed,
mentioned flying business class from the East Coast. “How much did that cost?”
we immediately asked. After assuring us that the company allows business class
flights for particularly lengthy flights (unlike a magazine we could name), our
source said the damage was $9,000 and change. Yikes! Even this long-time bicycle
veteran had to admit it was steep, while insisting it was worth every penny. “Does
the company bean counter know yet?” we asked. “No,” we were told. Our advice
before handing in that expense report: Beg for forgiveness, because it’s too late to
ask for permission. And we hope you sold tons of stuff in Taichung!
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